CODING INTERNET/HYBRID COURSES

Is any component of the course delivered online?  
*Note: Online Courses must incorporate regular substantive and interaction between students and the instructor

Yes

Are there required meetings totaling more than 50% (22.5 - 45 hrs.) of the class time?

Yes

Inst Method = FTF
Inst Mode = 1
Campus = Any
Location Code = 0, 1, 6, or 8

No

Are there required meetings totaling no more than 15% (40.8 - 45 hrs.) of the class time?

Yes

Inst Method = INT
Inst Mode = 2
Campus = OFF, AUC, RRC
Location Code = 9 or 6 (RRC or AUC)

No

Are there required meetings totaling between than 16% - 49% (7.2-22.05 hrs.) of the class time?

Yes

Inst Method = HYB
Inst Mode = 6
Campus = OFF, AUC, RRC
Location Code = 9 or 6 (RRC or AUC)

No

Inst Method = INT
Inst Mode = 2
Campus = OFF, AUC, RRC
Location Code = 9 or 6 (RRC or AUC)